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Abstract

Logistic warehouses are critical nodes in a
supply chain and improving their performance
is a crucial issue when trying to avoid unpro-
ductive bottlenecks. Warehouse optimization
involves several problems, some of which must
be considered at the design stage and others
during real-time operations. In this study, we
performed an agent-based simulation to ana-
lyze the behavior of automatic logistic ware-
houses under the influence of specific factors,
thereby obtaining indicators to supporting de-
cision making during warehouse performance
improvement. This study focused mainly on
automatic warehouses where goods are moved
by automatic guided vehicles.
Keywords: Simulation, Logistics, Manage-
ment, Optimization

Introduction

Logistic Warehouses are strategic locations for
receiving, storing, and redistributing products.
Improving performance and decreasing costs
are issues that must be addressed to improve lo-
gistic processes. Unfortunately, the great num-
ber of variables that affect the performance and
costs of warehouses make it difficult to deter-
mine effective choices during warehouse opti-
mization. Tools and methods are essential for
supporting decision making and management
processes. In particular, the use of simulations
has been studied by several researchers (Bonini,
1963; Macro and Salmi, 2002; Lee et al., 2003;
Chen et al., 2013) as an alternative approach to

conventional techniques. Simulations can be
used in different contexts for evaluating the be-
havior of complex systems, where conducting
simulations allows alternative decisions to be
examined. The effects of these alternatives can
be tested without conducting experiments in
a real environment, which is often prohibitive
in terms of cost or completely unfeasible. In
many practical fields, simulation is the most
affordable way of understanding how the nu-
merous variables interact and constrain the per-
formance of systems.

The present study considered automatic lo-
gistic warehouses where inbound and out-
bound activities are performed by automatic
transportation systems using optical guidance
called automatic guided vehicles (AGVs), and
where incoming goods are forwarded directly
to new destinations (there is no storage). By
analyzing this real case study, we show that
a common physical configuration (see Figure
1) for this type of warehouse comprises: 1) a
set of gates where lorries are parked to unload
their cargo; 2) a set of recharging areas where
AGVs recharge their batteries; 3) a sorting area
where goods are processed and forwarded to a
new destination; 4) a buffer area where uniden-
tified goods are placed temporarily; 5) a set of
AGVs; 6) a set of waypoints, which are land-
marks for AGV navigation; 7) a set of optical
paths for AGV navigation, where each path is
represented by a set of segments (i.e., parts of
the path included between two waypoints).

Improving the performance of this type of
warehouse basically involves increasing the
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Figure 1: Typical configuration of a warehouse.

amount of goods forwarded toward a new des-
tination. This mainly depends on the efficiency
of an AGV, which can be influenced by sev-
eral factors, such as the warehouse’s physical
configuration and management strategies.

The main objective of this study was to inves-
tigate the behavior of automatic logistic ware-
houses under the influence of specific factors
(i.e., layout configurations, AGV fleet size, and
management strategies) in order to obtain in-
dicators that might support decision making
during warehouse performance improvement.
To achieve this aim, we developed an agent-
based simulation model to represent several
factors that coexist simultaneously and influ-
ence warehouse performance. Hence, we per-
formed a simulation study using this model,
where we considered a real case study pro-
vided by an industrial project. In some cases,
simulation studies can validate expected qual-
itative results as well as providing quantita-
tive measures related to alternative choices. In
other cases, unexpected results can emerge.

The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section II provides an overview of re-
lated research. Section III provides an overview
of agents and simulations. In Sections IV and V,
we describe the agent-based simulation model

and the experimental setup, respectively. We
analyze the numerical results in Section VI. Fi-
nally, we give our conclusions in Section VII.

Related Work

Many approaches have been developed in re-
cent years in order to address different logistic
warehouse problems with the aim of increas-
ing performance (Gu et al., 2007, 2010). The
aim of the present study was to analyze the
behavior of automatic logistic warehouses un-
der the influence of specific factors such as the
layout configuration, AGV fleet size, and man-
agement strategies.
Recently, many studies have considered the lay-
out configuration because it has a significant
impact on manufacturing costs, warehouse pro-
cesses, and productivity. A layout comprises a
spatial arrangement of the physical resources
used for creating a product or providing a ser-
vice (Tompkins et al., 2010; Taylor and Rus-
sell, 2000). An appropriate arrangement of re-
sources (i.e., facility layout design (Taylor and
Russell, 2000)) contributes to the overall effi-
ciency of business organizations (Drira et al.,
2007). Many studies have investigated the fa-
cility layout problem because numerous issues
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need to be considered in layout design (Ni-
roomand, 2013; Drira et al., 2007). The layout
problem is highly dependent on the specific
features of the production system under study,
such as the production variety and volume,
material handling system selected, number of
floors where the machines work, and the pick-
up/drop-off locations.
For the layout problem that depends on the
product variety and production volume, the
following four main types of layouts have been
studied previously (Drira et al., 2007; Hasan
et al., 2012; Pisaruk, 2012).

- The product layout (Jarvis and McDowell,
1991; Chen et al., 2011) is used for systems
with high production volumes and a low
variety of products. The facilities are or-
ganized according to the sequence of the
operations that need to be accomplished.
Common product layouts are used in pro-
duction lines such as those for produc-
ing shoes and cars. In this type of layout,
the products generally circulate within the
production facilities (e.g., machines and
workers).

- The fixed product layout is similar to that
described above but the product does not
move. The different resources are moved
in order to perform operations on the
product.

- The process layout (Khalili-Damghani et al.,
2014) is a configuration where facilities
with similar functions are grouped to-
gether (resources of the same type). Hospi-
tals are a typical example where areas are
dedicated to particular types of medical
care.

- The cellular layout (Ariafar and Ismail, 2009;
Morad, 2015) groups dissimilar machines
into cells to work on products with similar
shapes and processing requirements. This
is similar to the process layout because
the cells that are designed to perform a
specific set of processes, but also similar
to the product layout because the cells are
dedicated to a limited range of products.

The problem basically involves finding the
best arrangement of machines in each cell.

For layout problems that also depend on the
material-handling device, two dependent de-
sign problems must be considered: finding the
facility layout and selecting the handling equip-
ment (Drira et al., 2007). Indeed, the type of
material-handling device influences the layout
pattern used and the layout also affects the
selection of the handling device (Devise and
Pierreval, 2000).
Tompkins et al. (Tompkins et al., 2010) sug-
gested that the influence of material-handling
systems cannot be neglected because their costs
represents 20–50% of the total operating costs
and a good arrangement of facilities may re-
duce the costs by 10–30%.
Material-handling systems are diverse, includ-
ing many possible technological solutions,
which range from workers to conveyors and
AGVs, and each affects the problem in a dif-
ferent way. Devise and Pierreval (Devise and
Pierreval, 2000) provided performance indica-
tors for helping a designer to find good layouts
and material-handling system solutions.
Many studies have evaluated the performance
of the major types of layout arrangements
based on the type of material-handling sys-
tems (Drira et al., 2007). The three major types
of layout arrangements are single-row, multi-
row, and loop layouts.
The single-row layout is used mainly when the
items follow the same machine sequence. In
the single-row layout (Solimanpur et al., 2005;
Anjos and Vannelli, 2008; Keller and Buscher,
2015), facilities must be placed next to each
other along a line in order to minimize trans-
portation costs among the facilities.
By contrast, the multi-row layout (Na et al., 2010)
is used when it is permissible to move items
from any machine to any other machine. Thus,
the flow of items need not be unidirectional.
Finally, in the loop layout (Cheng and Gen, 1998;
Tansel and Bilen, 1998; Kumar et al., 2008), the
machines are arranged in a loop network and
the materials are transported in a single di-
rection. An important step when designing a
unidirectional network is determining the or-
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der of the machines around the loop.
Many researchers have proposed exact and
heuristic approaches to solve this prob-
lem(Keller and Buscher, 2015), including math-
ematical programming (Heragu and Kusiak,
1991; Amaral, 2006), dynamic programming
(Picard and Queyranne, 1981; Kouvelis and
Chiang, 1996), branch and cut (Amaral and
Letchford, 2013; Anjos and Vannelli, 2008), sim-
ulated annealing (Kouvelis and Chiang, 1996;
Heragu and Alfa, 1992), ant colony optimiza-
tion (Solimanpur et al., 2005), tabu search
(Samarghandi and Eshghi, 2010; Kothari and
Ghosh, 2013), genetic algorithms (Datta et al.,
2011; El-Baz, 2004; Vitayasak and Pongcharoen,
2015), Monte Carlo simulation (Chan and
Malmborg, 2010), and other heuristics (Kumar
et al., 1995; Djellab and Gourgand, 2001).

In the present study, we aimed to measure
the performance of predefined warehouse lay-
outs under the influence of AGV systems, as
well as comparing different management strate-
gies. We addressed this question using a
simulation-based approach. In particular, we
employed the "layout then simulate" paradigm
(Aleisa and Lin, 2005).

Layout studies based on this paradigm start
with predefined layouts, which can be gener-
ated using facility layout routines. Hence, im-
proving the operational characteristics is based
on the results of a simulation study. Appli-
cations based on this approach typically as-
sume that the overall production strategies
and manufacturing technologies are predeter-
mined, where the objectives involve comparing,
testing, adjusting, and validating different lay-
out configurations (Aleisa and Lin, 2005).

In particular, we focused on specific aspects
of the use of AGVs for handling goods. AGVs
are autonomous vehicles with optical guidance
systems, which are used widely to transport
materials in flexible manufacturing systems
and to perform other tasks that involve au-
tomation in industrial environments. The use
of AGVs means that further issues need to be
considered, such as the minimum number of
AGVs required to complete warehouse pro-
cesses (the AGV fleet size), the unloading poli-

cies, and the routing strategies employed ac-
cording to the warehouse layout.

The number of vehicles and their efficiency
greatly influence the performance of a ware-
house. A high number of vehicles will incur
greater costs and may cause traffic congestion.
By contrast, underestimating the vehicle fleet
size means that a warehouse may work below
its full capacity. Several approaches have been
proposed to address this issue using analytical
methods. Ji and Xia (Ji and Xia, 2010) pre-
sented an approximate analytical method for
estimating the interval of the minimum vehicle
number in order to guarantee the stability of
the system. In particular, their model consid-
ers the number of orders waiting at depots as
a parameter for evaluating the stability of the
system. The system is in a stable state if the
number of waiting orders remains at a stable
level. Hall et al. (Hall et al., 2001) proposed
an approach for minimizing the AGV fleet size
by traveling in a loop layout while minimizing
the cycle time. Robert and Egbelu (Arifin and
Egbelu, 2000) used a regression technique to es-
timate the vehicle number required by a depot.
Kasilingam and Gobal (Kasilingam and Gobal,
1996) presented a simulation-based cost model
for determining the number of AGVs needed
to meet the material-handling requirements in
a manufacturing system. The number of vehi-
cles is estimated based on the sum of the idle-
time costs of vehicles and machines, and the
cost of the waiting time for parts. Swaminathan
et al. (Sai-nan, 2008) proposed a genetic algo-
rithm for solving the AGV fleet optimization
problem. The model was simplified by assum-
ing that the traveling speed of every vehicle
is invariable by neglecting the stopping and
start-up time of AGVs, where the vehicle stops
at the nearest storage when the current task is
finished and the sorting tables are sufficiently
large. Vis et al. (Vis et al., 2001) developed a
minimum flow algorithm for determining the
minimum number of AGVs to transport all the
containers in a semi-automated container ter-
minal within a time window. The approach
proposed by Yifei et al. (Yifei et al., 2010) relies
on two procedures (estimate and simulate) for
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determining the AGV fleet size, where a math-
ematical method is used to estimate the AGV
fleet size and the estimated value is used in the
simulation model of the system. Kahraman et
al. (Kahraman et al., 2008) built an analytical
model that uses a Markov chain approximation
approach to evaluate the performance of AGVs
and to optimize the capacity in a closed-loop
path.

Other studies have proposed management
strategies with the aim of identifying efficient
approaches. AGV routing strategies are often
treated as vehicle routing problems, which ba-
sically involve determining m vehicle routes
and minimizing the total distance of all routes.
Krishnamurthy et al.(Krishnamurthy et al., 1993)
developed a column generation method for the
static routing problem where an AGV has to
move in a bidirectional conflict-free network.
Maza and Castagna (Qiu and Hsu, 2000) pro-
posed a robust predictive method for routing
without conflicts. Möhring et al. (Möhring et al.,
2005) proposed an algorithm for the AGV rout-
ing problem without conflicts at the time of
route computation. In (Yoo et al., 2005), an
adaptable deadlock avoidance algorithm was
presented for an AGV system, where the dy-
namic resource allocation policy decides how
each AGV will request a resource and how it
affects the resource utilization and throughput.

Many studies in this research field have ad-
dressed the size of the AGV fleet, routing strate-
gies, and scheduling policies separately.

In this study, we considered the joint effect
of various factors on warehouse performance
by developing an agent-based model of a logis-
tic warehouse, which globally addresses all the
aforementioned issues. This model allowed us
to evaluate the overall behavior of a warehouse
and the effects of each factor on others. The re-
sults of the simulation study performed using
this model determined the correlations (if any)
among different factors.

In the following section, we provide a brief
overview of agent-based modeling and simu-
lation to explain the reasons why we selected
this method.

Overview of Agent-based Model

Simulations

Agents are autonomous entities that can work
independently and/or cooperate with other
agents in order to achieve some goals. They
are usually placed in an environment that they
can perceive and interact with (Wooldridge,
2001). A multi-agent model is a representa-
tion of an original system where the entities
involved are agents situated in a virtual envi-
ronment, which reproduces the original. In a
multi-agent simulation, real-world system op-
erations can be tested over time experimentally
by executing a multi-agent model, where the
agents and environment are essential parts of
the multi-agent simulation model (Klügl et al.,
2005).

Agent-based modeling approaches (Macal
and North, 2010) also allow us to model so-
cial relationships and the organizational forms
of a real system. Several studies (Wooldridge,
2001; Georgé et al., 2003; Macal and North,
2010) have shown that agent-based simulations
are effective tools for simulating complex sys-
tems containing large numbers of active en-
tities (people, business units, and vehicles),
which have specific timings, event orderings, or
other types of individual behavior associated
with them. It has been claimed (Borshchev
and Filippov, 2004) that agent-based models
(ABMs) are more general and powerful com-
pared with other modeling approaches because
they allow more complex structures and dy-
namics to be described. Their main advantages
compared with other classical approaches are
as follows.

- ABMs are essentially decentralized. In
contrast to system dynamics or discrete
event models, there is no place to define
the global system behavior in an ABM.
Thus, it is possible to build ABM mod-
els without knowledge of the global in-
terdependencies. The modeler may know
very little about how the elements of the
model affect each other at the aggregate
level, or the global behavior of the system.
Thus, a modeler can develop ABMs by
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starting from the individual behaviors of
the entities involved in the system. The
global behavior of the system emerges
from the interactions among individual en-
tities, where each follows its own behavior
rules and they inhabit the same environ-
ment (Borshchev and Filippov, 2004).

- In ABMs, there is an intuitive ontological
correspondence between agents and the
real-world actors. Agents can be hetero-
geneous in the same model. Thus, agent
features and behaviors can be different.
Agents can be endowed with different re-
sources and capacities. There is a natu-
ral translation between the virtual world
where the agents act and the real part of
the world where the simulated system is
located. ABMs can incorporate discrete-
event simulation mechanisms (Borshchev
and Filippov, 2004).

- ABMs have great flexibility and efficiency
when modeling different types of sys-
tems. ABMs are suitable for modeling
systems where entities interact frequently
with each other. Discrete-event simula-
tions have various world-views (e.g., event-
scheduling or process interaction), which
vary greatly in terms of their modeling
flexibility and analytical power. However,
in general, discrete-event simulations fo-
cus on simulating events and their rela-
tionships in the underlying discrete-event
dynamic system. The events can be gen-
eral in discrete-event simulations. The ac-
tions taken by each agent at each time
step in an ABM can be considered as
events, and thus they can modeled using a
discrete-event simulation approach. How-
ever, discrete-event simulations can expo-
nentially increase the number of events,
thereby making the model inefficient and
difficult to analyze (Chan et al., 2010).
Discrete-event simulations are not appro-
priate when the state variables interact
with each other and they change continu-
ally, and when entities and their internal
mechanisms are more important elements

of the simulation than events (Borshchev
and Filippov, 2004).

- Moreover, ABMs are well suited to visu-
alization. The actions and interactions
of agents in an ABM usually have direct
physical interpretations, which are suit-
able for animation. Animation is a way of
visualizing the dynamics and interactions
of agents, as well as a powerful method
for verifying, validating, and explaining
the model.

- ABMs are usually easier to maintain,
where model refinement generally results
in very local (not global) changes.

These features allow us to represent certain
aspects that are very difficult to represent using
other types of modeling (Siebers et al., 2010).
In our study, the use of an ABMS approach
provides a natural way of modeling the het-
erogeneous entities (AGV, sorter, etc. . . ) in-
volved in the warehouse processes, warehouse
organizational schemes, and the physical en-
vironment where these entities act. As shown
in the next section, the use of an ABM facil-
itates a strong conceptual similarity between
the model and the real system. The behaviors
of the real-world entities (AGV, sorter, etc. . . )
are represented directly by the agents in the
model. The behavior of the overall warehouse
system results from the interactions among
agents as a macro-level phenomenon. This ap-
proach makes the model more intuitive and
easier to deal with than other types of mod-
eling. In addition, our warehouse system is
characterized by active entities (AGVs), which
the ABM can model in an appropriate manner.

In the following section, we present the
agent-based simulation model of a logistic
warehouse.

Simulation Model of a Logistic

Warehouse

The warehouse simulation model was designed
according to the methodological approaches
proposed by (Ribino et al., 2014, 2015). These
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approaches provide some guidelines for ad-
dressing different concerns about the elements
that need to be modeled in agent-based sim-
ulations. The proposed warehouse simula-
tion model combines three views of warehouse
modeling from different perspectives: (i) the
environment model, (ii) organizational model, and
(iii) behavioral model. The overall behavioral
model of the system comprises a set of single
behavioral models for each active entity in the
organizational model.

The environment model represents the phys-
ical and functional features of a warehouse,
which comprise four main elements: (i) actors
that act as entities populating the warehouse;
(ii) artifacts as passive objects that determine
the physical aspects of the warehouse; (iii) ac-
tions that actors can perform in the warehouse
in order to complete some processes; and (iv)
percepts, which are domain-specific concepts
that an actor is able to manage.

The organizational model specifies the orga-
nizational schema adopted by the entities in-
volved in the warehouse processes. It is based
on three elements: (i) roles comprising a set of
capacities and a set of obligations and respon-
sibilities. A capacity represents the competen-
cies required to achieve some functionality in
a specific context independent of the way it is
completed (Ribino et al., 2015); (ii) a group is
defined as a collection of roles that participate
in interactions with other roles in a predefined
context; and (iii) communications are links be-
tween the roles involved in some exchange of
information.

The behavioral model describes the dynamic
behavior of each role in the organizational
model, which is based on two elements: (i)
plans comprising a set of actions that define the
behavior of an entity in the warehouse; and (ii)
events are specifications of an occurrence that
might potentially trigger effects on the system.

This conception of the overall model facili-
tates a simple implementation using Jason and
Moise. Jason (Bordini et al., 2007) is a Java-
based interpreter for an extended version of
AgentSpeak (Rao, 1996), which is a Prolog-like
logic programming language based on the BDI

(Beliefs, Desires, Intentions) paradigm (Rao and
Georgeff, 1995). Jason provides relevant utili-
ties for the implementation of multi-agent sys-
tems and for defining the environment. In
addition, Moise (Hubner et al., 2007) natively
manages concepts such as groups and roles,
which have direct mappings onto real organi-
zational forms.

In this study, we developed a model based
on the requirements for a real logistics ware-
house where goods transportation is per-
formed by AGVs.

Scenario - The scenarios analyzed to extract
the elements that must be instantiated in the
model are representative of a large number of
real logistic warehouses that employ forklifts
for pallet handling. In these scenarios, several
articulated lorries can arrive in a logistic dis-
trict and each articulated lorry transports one
40-feet standard International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) type container. When a
lorry reaches the warehouse, it docks into a bay
to unload its cargo. On a normal working day,
three gates are typically employed. A con-
tainer generally contains several types of goods
in boxes, which are grouped on pallets (i.e., 800
× 1200 mm standard ISO pallets). Each pal-
let must be unloaded from the container and
carried into a sorting area. In this area, each
pallet is opened and its contents (i.e., packages
of goods) are placed on the sorter. These oper-
ations take approximately 5 minutes for each
pallet. The sorter clusters the packages accord-
ing to their final destination. Finally, smaller
vehicles (i.e., eco-friendly trucks) deliver these
packages to their destinations. The pallets are
moved by AGVs.

Two aspects are considered by the manage-
ment strategies: the allocation of paths to
AGVs and the unloading policy for the in-
coming goods. Decentralized approaches give
AGVs more autonomy and flexibility (Weyns
et al., 2005), but centralized approaches are
still used at present due to safety issues. In
this case, vehicles are controlled by a central
component, which plans routes for AGVs ac-
cording to the incoming transports. Thus, an
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Figure 2: Environment model.

AGV is authorized to move only on an assigned
path. In this study, we analyzed various path
reservation strategies to allow the concurrent
completion of paths by several AGVs. In these
strategies, a path from a source to a destination
is not assigned completely to a single AGV, but
only to several segments at a time. These ap-
proaches have costs in terms of time. Indeed,
when an AGV reaches the reserved portion of
the path, it has to stop, find a new free path, re-
serve it, and then restart, which incurs a delay.
Reserving very few path segments each time
produces many requests, which may signifi-
cantly delay the unloading operations. By con-
trast, reserving many path segments decreases
the availability of free paths for the remaining
AGVs, which must wait for their release. Thus,
different approaches to path reservation can
influence the performance of the warehouse.

We considered two different strategies for
the unloading policy. The first policy is a near-
est neighbor policy (NNP), where an AGV goes
toward the nearest gate in order to unload a
box of goods and then moves to the nearest
free sorter to deposit the goods. The second
policy is based on a priority policy (PP), where
AGVs unload from gates with higher priority.
When two or more gates have the same priority,
the AGV moves toward the closest.

Environment Model - The environment
model (see Figure 2) related to our case study
depicts real warehouses, which are commonly
situated inside logistic districts. The model
comprises two categories of elements: struc-
tural elements and paths. A warehouse envi-
ronment must contain at least one path that
allows an AGV to reach each destination way-
point. Moreover, a path always comprises at
least one segment and two waypoints. A way-
point is a reference point used for AGV naviga-
tion. Structural elements are artifacts that define
the physical layout of a simulated warehouse
(i.e., its architecture). The structural elements
comprise a: set of gates, set of recharging areas,
sorting area, and a set of waiting/buffering areas.

For the percepts, an agent knows the follow-
ing: (i) Obstacles representing any type of object
that differs from the artifacts. They can also be
other agents. This knowledge allows agents to
avoid collisions; (ii) Pallet amount defines how
many pallets are in the warehouse, which al-
lows the agents to plan and coordinate their
activities; (iii) Curve is part of a path that dif-
fers from a straight line, where an AGV moves
in a different manner; (iv) State is a particular
condition assumed by an artifact (i.e., a gate
can be busy or free); and (v) Local position refers
to the position of a particular object. Agents
can also perceive all the artifacts.

Finally, the actions that agents can perform
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on the elements of the warehouse are closely
related to the artifacts. For instance, in order
to occupy a place in a waiting area, the buffer
manager must reserve it (i.e., register as busy),
which also applies to a recharging area where
an AGV recharges.

The environment model was implemented
using the environment classes provided by
the Jason tool, which are based on the classic
model-view-controller architecture. The model
component specifies all the features defined in
the environment model (Figure 2). The view
component defines the graphical aspects of the
environment models that are suitable for vi-
sualization and animation. Finally, the con-
troller interacts with agents as well as making
changes to the model and the view according
to the agent’s actions.

Organizational model - The organizational
schema (Figure 3) employed by the enti-
ties involved in the warehouse processes is
represented as an organizational diagram
(Cossentino et al., 2012b).

Layers and partitions are used to organize
the architectureŠs topology into logically re-
lated subsystems. In particular, the proposed
organizational schema (Figure 3) comprises
two partitions warehouse management society and
road transport society, which identify logically
related components that provide services at the
same level of abstraction. In order to comply
with the ABM paradigm, we designated the
layers and partitions as groups and their com-
ponents as roles. Agents may play one or more
roles according to their capacities.

In particular, the road transport society is a
group that provides services for goods trans-
portation from/toward a logistic district. The
warehouse management society governs the ac-
tivities inside a warehouse and it comprises
two layers: the management layer dealing with
the management of warehouse operations and
the operational layer providing warehousing ser-
vices.

The management layer comprises three roles:
gate manager, buffer manager and route planner.

The operational layer is formed of sorter and

Warehouse Management Society

Management Layer

Operational Layer

Buffer 
Manager

Road 
Transport 
Society

Route 
Planner

Gate 
Manager

Lorry

TruckSorterAGV

Figure 3: Warehouse organizational model.

AGV roles. The road transport society comprises
two roles: lorry and truck. The following list
explains each role.

- The gate manager manages the allocation
of gates when lorries arrive and it assigns
the missions.

- The buffer manager governs the waiting ar-
eas, where it can reserve parking places
for agents that require them.

- The route planner allocates the paths for
AGVs. It is also responsible for releasing
the allocated resources.

- The sorter manages the work inside the
sorting area. It can communicate the avail-
able places where it is possible to deliver
a pallet. Moreover, the sorter interacts
with trucks to forward the packages to-
ward their new final destinations.

- An agent that plays the AGV role is respon-
sible for unloading the goods that come
into the warehouse and moving them to
the sorting area.

- Finally, the lorry and the truck roles are
responsible for transporting goods to and
from a logistic district, respectively.

In our system, there is a one-to-one mapping
between roles and agents.

A multi-agent structural description diagram
(Cossentino et al., 2012a) is shown in Figure
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Waiting 
for 

Mission
inMessage (
Content(Unload(gate_x)), 
From(GateManager))

Moving on 
Path

inMessage(
Content([Path]),
From(Router))

PickingonGate

DroppingonSortingPlace Pallet_dropped

inMessage (Content(Continue Mission), From(GateManager))

inMessage (Content(Finish), 
From(Gate Manager))

inMessage (Content(GoToThisPlace(id)), From(Buffer Manager))

Mission Accomplished
entry/SendMessage(
            Content(WhichParkingPlace?), 
             To(Buffer Manager))

Waiting for Path
entry/SendMessage(  
           Content(PathToTarget?),
           To(Router))

Sorting Area Freed
entry/SendMessage(  
           Content(Continue?), 
           To(Gate Manager)

onParkingPlaceshutDown

Pallet_
picked

Gate Freed
entry/SendMessage(
         Content(WhichSortingPlace?),   
          To(Sorter))

inMessage (Content(GotToThisPlace(id)), From(Sorter))
onPath

Figure 4: Behavioral model of the Agv’s role.

5, which illustrates each agent. In this type of
diagram, the body of an agent usually com-
prises four fields, which denote its initial be-
liefs (a priori knowledge about the world), ini-
tial goals (goals that the agents will attempt
to achieve from the beginning), rules (beliefs
derived from a logical consequence of other be-
liefs), and plans (the agent’s knowledge). For
example, the AGV role comprises an initial be-
lief that introduces a random time during the
execution of plans as well as a rule for distin-
guishing between a straight path and a curve
when an AGV moves from a source to a des-
tination. Initial beliefs, initial goals, and rules
are not mandatory.

Figure 5 also shows the interactions (via com-
munication relationships) among the agent’s
roles in the model. In our study, we as-
sumed that communication comprised several
messages ordered by an interaction protocol
(we mostly implemented request/inform pro-
tocols).

The organizational model was implemented
using the Moise library (Hubner et al., 2007).
Each role was then implemented as agent and
action classes from the Jason library (Bordini
et al., 2007).

AGV Behavioral Model - Real AGVs are au-
tomatic transportation systems for transport-
ing various loads. The type of AGV considered
in this study requires a physical path painted
on the floor in order to move. It can load a
package from a given location and deliver it
to a destination. The behavior of this type
of AGV is represented by the state chart dia-

gram shown in Figure 4, which comprises eight
states, where an AGV is triggered by different
incoming messages. In particular, each AGV is
initially in a waiting for mission state. When new
lorries arrive, the gate manager sends a broad-
cast message to all the AGVs. When an AGV
receives this message, it asks the route planner
for a path to reach its destination (waiting for
path).

When an AGV receives the path (a list of
waypoints to traverse), it starts to move along
the path (moving on path). According to the
particular area where an AGV is located, it can
transit different states. An AGV is in the picking
state or a dropping state when it is performing
the actions required to take a pallet from a gate
or to drop a pallet at a sorter, respectively. In
the gate freed state, an AGV has picked up a pal-
let and it is waiting for the sorter place where
it must go. Analogously, in the sorting area freed
state, an AGV is waiting to continue its mis-
sion. If there are no other tasks to perform, an
AGV transits into the mission accomplished state
and waits for a parking zone.

It should be noted that the behavior of an
AGV is not always the same and it depends
on the stochastic delays introduced into some
tasks. For example, the time required to pick
up a pallet and leave a gate is influenced by a
random delay in real situations, which may be
caused by the difficulties an AGV experiences
finding the correct position to pick a pallet.
These stochastic delays may lead to different
traffic congestion situations or different path
allocations during simulation runs performed
under the same conditions.
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Communication
(Request,sortingPlace(WP))

Gate Manager

pallet_on_Gate(Gate,NP)
gate(IdG,Status)

!waitForContainerArrival

+! waitForLorryArrival: true 
    <- if(GateRequest[Source(Lorry)]) 
       then 
       ?gate(IdG,free);
      .send(Lorry, tell, unloadPalletIn(IdG))
       else !waitForLorryArrival.

+gateFrom(WP)[Source(Agent)]: true 
    <- invoke(UnloadingPolicy,WP,Gate);
        .send(Agent, tell, unload(Gate));

Buffer Manager

parkingPlace(IdP,Status)

+sortingPlaceRequest [source(Agent)]: true
      <- ?parkingPlace(IdP,free);

.send(Agent, tell, goToThisPlace(IdP));

Lorry

waiting_Time (Random) !unloadcargo.

+! unloadcargo: true <- 
      .send(gateManager, tell, GateRequest).

+unloadPalletIn(Gate): true <-
      ?waiting_Time (TA);
      .wait(TA);
      addPallets(I, NumPallets).

Route Planner

+path(Source, Target)[source(Agent)] :true
      <- ?warehouse_Graph(Graph);
          invoke(PathStrategy(Graph),Source,Target);
         .send(Agent, tell, Path(WaypointList)).

warehouse_Graph(Graph);

+freed(waypoint, IdWP)
     <- ?warehouse_Graph(Graph);
          free(waypoint,Graph);

Truck

Plans

waiting_Time (Random) !waitPack.

+!waitPack 
    <- if(pack_on(SP)) 
        then take_pack
        .send(sorter, tell,takenPackfrom(SP))
         else !waitPack

Sorter

Plans
+sortingPlace(WP)[source(Agent)] : true
    <- searchClosestPlaceTo(WP, SorterPlace);
        .send(Agent, tell,goToPlace(SorterPlace));

sorter_place(IdP,Status);

+takenPackfrom(Place)[source(Truck)]
<- +sorter_place(Place,free).

Initial Beliefs

Communication
(Inform, takenPackfrom(SP))

AGV

waiting_Time (Random) curve(X,Y) :- cell(X,Y,dir(northWest)) | 
cell(X,Y,dir(southWest)) 
cell(X,Y,dir(northEast)) | 
cell(X,Y,dir(southEast)).

!waitForNewTask.

+!waitForNewTask: true 
      <- if(unload(Gate_x)) 
          then !askForPath(Source, Target)
          else !waitForNewTask.

+!follow_path([H|T]): on_waypoint(WP) & 
target(Target) & WP == Target  & not 
hasPallet(P) & onGate 
      <- !move;

pickPallet(Target);
?waiting Time (TA);
.wait(TA);
+hasPallet(Me);
!leave_gate;
.send(sorter, tell, SortingPlace(WP)).

+!askForPath(Source, Target): true
       <- .send(router, tell, path(Source, Target))

+!leave_gate: hasPallet(P): true
     <-  ?dir(Dir);
           !move.

+!leave_SorterPlace: true <-
+dir(Dir);
!move.

+!follow_path([H|T]) : on_waypoint(WP) & 
target(Target) & WP == Target & onSorterPlace 
& hasPallet(P)  
      <- !move;

?my_position(X,Y);
dropPallet(X,Y+1);
-busy(Me);
-hasPallet(P);
! leave_SorterPlace;
?Waiting Time (TA);         

           .wait(TA);
.send(gateManager, tell,gateFrom(WP)).

+!follow_path([H|T]) : onParkingPlace 
        <- !waitForNewTask.

+!follow_path([H|T]): .length(T,X) & X\=0 
      <- !exit_waypoint(H);

!follow_path(T).

+!follow_path([H|T]) :on_waypoint(WP) & T=[] 
& target(Target) & WP \== Target 
      <- ?waitingTime(TA);

.wait(TA);
Source = WP;
!askForPath(Source, Target).

+!exit_waypoint(node(IdWP, Exit_dir)) : true 
       <- .send(router, tell, freed(waypoint, 
IdWP));

 move(Exit_dir);
 !move.

+!move : dir(west) & my_position(X,Y) & not 
objects(X-1,Y) & not curve(X-1,Y) <-

move(west);
!move.

Initial Beliefs RulesInitial Goals

Plans

Initial Beliefs Initial Goals

Initial Belief

Plans

Initial Beliefs

Plans

Initial Beliefs Initial Goals

Plans

Initial Beliefs Initial Goals

Plans

Communication
(Request,gate)

Communication
(Request,path(Source, Target))

Communication
(Request,parkingPlace(WP))

Communication
(Inform,unload(Gate))

Communication
(Request,continue)

Figure 5: Detailed view of agent roles.
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Experimental Setup

In the following, we use the term "factor" to
refer to an explanatory variable manipulated
during the experiment and "treatment" to indi-
cate a combination of factor values. In this sim-
ulation study, we evaluated the performance
of a warehouse according to the effects of sev-
eral factors. In particular, our simulation study
aimed to evaluate: 1) the impact of the phys-
ical configuration on warehouse productivity,
2) the performance of AGVs, 3) the impacts
of different path reservation strategies, 4) the
influence of different unloading policies, and
5) the impact of gate assignment. The exper-
iment was designed to test five factors, i.e.,
layout, path reservation strategy, unloading
policy, and the numbers of AGVs and gates
assigned to incoming lorries. Each factor had
different values (Table 1).

Layout AGV
Gate 

Assignment
Unloading 

Policy
Path 

Reservation
Simulation 
Parameters

Value Range 1 - 3 1 - 15
23 

Combinations
NNP       
PP

1 Segments   
2 Segments   
4 Segments

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Each layout differed in terms of the locations
of the structural elements, and the amounts
and arrangement of the optical paths. In the
simulation framework, the warehouse was rep-
resented as a grid map. Each cell could contain
one or more structural elements, such as way-
points, path sections, and sorter positions. All
of the elements were scaled according to the
real dimensions (a cell represented 1 m2).

Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the simulated ware-
house layouts. Each layout contains five gates
and one sorting area with 12 places. The specific
details are as follows.

Layout 1: (Figure 6) The buffering area is in
the internal part of the warehouse. Recharging
zones are located to the right-hand side and
the sorter is placed in the center of the lower
side. This layout had two rings connecting the
main areas. The rings have different directions
for traveling. From left to right in Figure 6, the
first three vertical lines (excluding those of the

rings) denote the driving direction from the
top to the bottom, whereas the remaining three
lines are in the opposite direction. The two
horizontal lines (excluding those of the rings)
have right-left and left-right directions.

Figure 6: Warehouse layout 1.

Layout 2: (Figure 7) The buffering area is
placed to the right-hand side of the warehouse
and it is larger than that in the first layout. The
sorter has been moved to the left in order to
provide sufficient room for a greater number
of recharging zones. The path lines are located
so they form a grid with alternating directions
of travel. The first vertical line is the driving
direction from the bottom to the top, whereas
the first horizontal line is from left to right.

Figure 7: Warehouse layout 2.

Layout 3: (Figure 8) This layout has more
northward paths than the previous layout. In
this version, the old paths have a southward
direction whereas the new ones have a north-
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ward direction in order to provide a return
path to the sorter for AGVs that unload pallets
from the gate on the left.

Figure 8: Warehouse layout 3.

Table 2 summarizes the settings for each
warehouse layout.

Layout 
Parameters

Layout 1 Layout 2 Layout 3

151

317

8

24

207

421

 Waypoints

Path Segments

3

16

154

352

Recharging 
Areas

Buffering 
Places

8

24

Table 2: Warehouse layout settings

The initial conditions used in the experiment
were: a) AGVs are located on a waypoint for
recharging or a buffering area; b) all gates are
free and available; c) the sorter is empty and
ready; d) all paths are available; e) the lorries
arrive simultaneously; f) each lorry carries a
container with 20 pallets; g) AGVs do not need
to be recharged during the unloading opera-
tions; and

h) AGVs are assigned sequentially to gates
to be unloaded (for example, in a simulation
run with four gates and seven AGVs, six AGVs
will be allocated to the first three gates, i.e.,
two for each, but only one will be assigned to
the fourth gate).

In order to compare the simulation time with
the actual time, the simulation time was scaled
according to a scale factor (= 90.16). The scale
factor refers to the ratio between the time re-
quired by a real AGV to cover a distance of
10.725 m at a speed of 1.5 m/s relative to the
time required by a virtual AGV to perform the
same task in the simulated environment.

The experiment comprised 2760 model runs.
In each run, certain tasks were completed by
the simulated entities. The time required to
perform each task depended on the values of
the factors. Thus, each model run was charac-
terized by a different duration.

Due to time constraints, we did not per-
form a full factorial experiment. We divided
the simulation tests according to the simula-
tion objectives, as described in the following
section.

Results and Discussion

In this section, we present the results of the
simulation study. The results are discussed
according to the particular issue addressed by
each test.

A) Evaluation of the effect of the physical
configuration on warehouse productivity.

In this subsection, we present our analysis
and discussion of the results of an experiment
that considered the three different warehouse
layouts shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8.

The measure used to evaluating warehouse
productivity is:

Throughput =
UnloadedPallets
ProcessingTime

, (1)

where UnloadedPallets and ProcessingTime are
the total amount of processed pallets and the
elapsed time, respectively.

A subset of the simulation tests evaluated
the influence of the physical configuration on
warehouse productivity.

This subset comprised the results obtained
by varying the AGVs, layout, and gate as-
signment, while fixing the values of the other
factors according to the two step path strat-
egy and NNP unloading policy. Thus, we
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performed 1035 tests. The aim of this analy-
sis was to determine the effects of variations
in the AGVs and layout on the warehouse
throughput. Two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used to examine the effects of
these factors on warehouse throughput.

The results of the statistical analysis are
shown in Table 3, which is the classical ANOVA
table obtained by two-way ANOVA, where
source is the source of variability (i.e., the fac-
tors); SS is the sum of squares due to each
source; df are the degrees of freedom associ-
ated with each source; MS comprises the mean
squares for each source; F is the F-statistic,
i.e., the ratio of the mean squares; and finally,
Prob>F is the p-value, i.e., the probability that
the F-statistic can take a value larger than the
computed test statistic value. A p-value smaller
than the significance level (usually 0.05 and
0.01) indicates that at least one of the sample
means differs significantly from the others.

stats = 

      source: 'anova2'
     sigmasq: 51.1048
    colmeans: [1x15 double]
        coln: 69
    rowmeans: [29.9153 34.6885 24.3741]
        rown: 345
       inter: 1
        pval: 2.2163e-04
          df: 990

finestra output:

Source           SS       df      MS        F      Prob>F
---------------------------------------------------------
Columns       101921.5     14   7280.11   142.45   0     
Rows           18385.9      2   9192.95   179.88   0     
Interaction     3229       28    115.32     2.26   0.0002
Error          50593.8    990     51.1                   
Total         174130.2   1034                            

multcompare(stats, 'Estimate', 'row');
Note: Your model includes an interaction term that is significant at 
the level 
you specified. Testing main effects under these conditions is 
questionable.
>> 

————  fine CASO 2

CASO 3 ———

vedi excel anova foglio pathStrategy

valori di througput

agv=[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6

Layout
Agv

Table 3: Results of the statistical analysis based
on the warehouse throughput.

In the Prob > F column in Table 3, the first
two cells show the p-values related to the AGV
and layout factors. The last cell shows the p-
value related to the interaction between these
factors. There was a statistically significant
interaction (as expected) between the effects of
the layout and AGV factors on the warehouse
throughput (p = 0.0002).

Moreover, for the simple main effect of the
layout factor when AGV = 1, AGV = 6, and
AGV = 15 (Figure 9), we can see that the com-
parison intervals for layout 1 and layout 3 do
not intersect with the interval for the layout 2
when AGV = 1 and AGV = 6.

This lack of intersection indicates that layout
2 had a mean that differed significantly from
those of layout 1 and layout 3, where this mean
was higher than the others, particularly com-

pared with layout 3, which obtained the worst
result. By contrast, the simple main effects
analysis showed that there were no differences
between layout 1 and layout 2 when a ware-
house employed 15 AGVs. However, layout
1 and layout 2 performed significantly better
than layout 3.

(a) AGV=1

(b) AGV=6

(c) AGV=15

Figure 9: Comparison of layout 1, layout 2, and
layout 3 for AGV = 1, AGV = 6, and AGV =
15.
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(a) Mean throughput (b) Standard deviation of throughput

Figure 10: Throughput and standard deviation of three different warehouse layouts using the two
step path strategy and NNP unloading policy.

In addition to our statistical analysis of the
simulation results, observations of the system’s
behavior while running can provide a deeper
understanding of the numerical results. Thus,
in order to make some practical observations,
we considered a warehouse that operated with
only three gates (the most common situation)
and we discuss the results obtained. Figure
10(a) shows the mean warehouse throughput
obtained by running the model, where the
curves are labeled as layout 1, layout 2, and
layout 3 according to the layouts shown in Fig-
ures 6, 7, and 8, respectively. As we showed
previously, the best performance was obtained
using layout 2, but this result was not expected.
We expected better performance using layout3
due to the greater number of available paths to-
ward the sorter, but this did not occur because
the sorter places were not emptied sufficiently
quickly. By contrast, after observing the sim-
ulations based on layout 2 while running, we
noted that the AGVs moved smoothly without
path conflicts.

This was attributable to the homogeneous
distribution of paths and the directions of
travel.

Moreover, Figure 10(a) shows that the ware-
house productivity also depended on the num-
ber of AGVs employed. The throughput us-
ing layout 2 increased according to the num-
ber of AGVs and the maximum performance
(i.e., 59 pallets per hour) was achieved using
13 AGVs, where further increases did not im-
prove the performance. This is because the

available paths were saturated, which blocked
any traffic.

By contrast, layout 1 had lower productivity
due to the location of the buffer area in the
middle of the yard (Figure 6). Indeed, when the
AGVs had to deliver pallets to the sorter places
positioned to the right, they had to turn around
the buffer area, so they required more time to
deliver the packages. The highest throughput
value of about 53 pallets per hour was obtained
with 14 AGVs. However, layout 2 obtained
higher productivity using a smaller number of
AGVs.

Finally, layout 3 (Figure 8) had the worst
performance, although a greater number of
paths were available between the gates and the
sorter. In fact, in this layout, dedicated paths
are added from a gate to a set comprising the
nearest sorter places to prevent interference
with the operations at the nearby gate.

The reduction in performance is due to
the reservation policy employed at the sorter
places and the time spent during unloading
operations.

With a higher number of AGVs, the prob-
ability that the nearest sorter place is busy
increases, which forces the system to assign
another sorter place. This situation delays the
unloading operations because the AGV follows
a longer path and it interferes with the AGVs
that operate on the adjacent gate. Thus, creat-
ing a circular path from a gate to the nearest
sorter place does not obtain the expected im-
provement. The balance between the emptying
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time at the sorter place and the time required
to complete a circular path is lost when the
number of AGVs increases.

It should be noted that the bottleneck in the
system is due to the longer time spent at the
gate or the sorter. Only one AGV at a time
can enter these places, which creates a traffic
blockage. Thus, we evaluated the maximum
number of AGVs that can be employed on a
circular path without generating queues using
the following equation:

TGate + TGo + TSorter + TGoBack
NAGVGate

≥ max{TSorter; TGate}

(2)

where:

− TGate = TInGate + TLoad + TOutGate is the
time required to enter the gate (TInGate),
to load a pallet (TLoad), and to leave the
gate (TOutGate);

− TSorter = TInSorter + TUnload + TOutSorter is
the time required to enter the sorter place
(TInSorter), to unload the pallet (TUnload),
and to exit (TOutSorter);

− TGo and TGoBack are the times required by
an AGV to go from the gate to the sorter
and vice versa, respectively;

− NAGVGate is the number of AGVs working
at the same time on the same gate (a sub-
set of the total number of AGV employed
NAGVTot ).

In this particular case study using layout 3,
the value of the numerator in the first term of
Eq. (2) was about 9.25 minutes (real time) and
max{TSorter; TGate} is TSorter was approximately
5 minutes. Thus, this obtained NAGVGate ≤
d1.85e, which occurred (see Figure 10(a)) with
NAGVTot < 4.

Finally, we considered the standard devi-
ation values using the three layouts (Figure
10(b)), where the results obtained using both
layout 1 and layout 2 did not vary greatly from
the average.

By contrast, the results obtained using
layout 3 showed that this configuration led to
greater variability in the performance of the
warehouse. This is because when the shortest
path is busy, an AGV can choose among many
alternatives and longer paths, and thus the
time required to accomplish the operation
increases. Therefore, it is more convenient
to wait for an available nearby path rather
than choosing an alternative longer path.
Using layout 2 (Figure 7), we can see that the
differences are considerably smaller than those
using layout 3, but the latter are comparable to
those using layout 1. Thus, the choice of gate
configuration did not have a great impact on
the warehouse’s performance using the first
two layouts whereas it was very important
with layout 3.

B) Evaluation of the performance by
AGVs.

The speedup factor and the slope of the
speedup curve were used as performance mea-
sures to determine a suitable number of AGVs
for use in the warehouse. The speedup factor is
defined as:

S(i) = TAGV=1/TAGV=i, (3)

where TAGV=1 and TAGV=i are the times re-
quired for unloading N pallets using one AGV
and using i AGV, respectively.

Figure 11(b) shows the speedup curve for
layout 2, which indicates that the speedup is
not linear because the use of shared paths de-
lays the warehouse operations. The slope value
of this curve (Table 4) shows that there was a
sudden drop above nine AGVs. The same table
shows there was a decline in the warehouse’s
performance when using more than 13 AGVs.
These results are useful because slope values
may be employed by practitioners to define a
decision point, as well as based on other con-
siderations related to the cost of AGVs, their
operational costs, and the gain obtained by
reducing the unloading time.

For instance, let us suppose that the ware-
house manager wants to buy some AGVs in
order to automate the warehouse activities and
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(a) Mean throughput (b) Speedup factor

Figure 11: Throughput and speedup evaluations for a logistics warehouse using layout 2.

N◦AGV 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Slope [%] 100 97 92 75 74 65 56 50 40 22 23 10 11 -4 -9

Table 4: Slope of the speedup function shown in Figure 11(b).

to obtain a throughput of about 45 pallets per
hour. Based on the curves in Figure 11(a), they
can deduce that the system is capable of han-
dling 50 pallets per hour when using eight
AGVs. By expanding the AGV fleet by one
unit, the speedup factor increases from 6 to 6.5
(Figure 11(b)) and the throughput from 50 to
52 (Figure 11(a)).

Obviously, this increment should be com-
pared with the additional cost for the purchase
of a new AGV, as well as the income that can
be obtained in the long-term and operational
requirements in terms of the time required to
unload containers. For example, a warehouse
dealing with perishable goods needs to down-
load all the containers within a tight time inter-
val.

Moreover, Table 4 allows us to assess the
contribution of each individual AGV and to
fix a threshold value. For instance, the slope
decreases suddenly from 50% to 40% after in-
creasing from eight to nine AGVs, and it then
continues to decline. Thus, eight AGVs may be
the optimal number for the given warehouse
layout that minimizes the importance of eco-
nomical considerations.

This simulation study cannot solve problems
related to marketing issues, but it can provide
useful information to support decision choices.

C) Comparison of path reservation strate-
gies.

Next, we analyze and discuss the results of
the experiment related with using three dif-
ferent path reservation strategies in a typical
working day. The metrics used in this compari-
son are the throughput (see Eq.1) and efficiency,
where the latter is defined as:

E(i) =
S(i)

i
∗ 100, (4)

where S(i) is the speedup factor, which mea-
sures the efficiency of i AGVs working simul-
taneously. The efficiency of a single AGV is
obviously 100%.

In this case, we chose a subset of simulation
results to compare different path reservation
approaches. We conducted an N-way ANOVA
based on only three factors, i.e., AGV, strat-
egy, and gate when layout =layout 2 and pol-
icy=NNP.

The results of the statistical analysis are
shown in Table 5. The first three entries in
the Prob > F column are the p-values for the
main effects. The last three entries are the p-
values for the two-way interactions between
factors. The extremely low p-values (0 is an
approximated value) indicate that the mean
responses for the levels of each factor were sig-
nificantly different. Moreover, we conducted
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  Source          Sum Sq.   d.f.   Mean Sq.      F      Prob>F
--------------------------------------------------------------
  agv             31193.1    14    2228.08    6408.51   0     
  strategy         2534.8     2    1267.39    3645.33   0     
  gate               45.9     3      15.28      43.96   0     
  agv*strategy     1517.4    28      54.19     155.87   0     
  agv*gate           51.1    42       1.22       3.5    0     
  strategy*gate       5       6       0.84       2.42   0.0331
  Error              29.2    84       0.35                    
  Total           35376.4   179                               

confrontiamo la coppia agv e strategy:

results = multcompare(stats,'Dimension', [1 2])

si conferma il risultato migliore per la coppia agv=8 e strategy=2

————  fine CASO 3

CASO 4 ———

vedi excel anova foglio pathStrategy

valori di througput

————  fine CASO 4

CASO 5 ———

vedi foglioe excel efficency

agv=[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

Table 5: Statistical analysis of the effects of dif-
ferent path reservation strategies on the ware-
house throughput.

a multiple comparisons test to verify the dif-
ference between the three strategies. Figure 12
shows a graphical representation of the multi-
ple comparisons of the means for the simple
main effects, which demonstrates that the two
step strategy performed significantly better than
the one step strategy, but there were no differ-
ences between the two step strategy and four
step strategy when the warehouse employed
AGV < 7. In addition, Figure 12 shows that
using over seven AGVs in the two step strategy
performed significantly better than the four step
strategy. Figure 12 shows that the combination
of AGV = 7 and the two step strategy had the
same mean response values as the combination
of AGV = 7 and the four step strategy, which
indicates that the mean responses were not
significantly different. By contrast, the combi-
nations of AGV = i, i > 7 and two step strategy
had mean response values that differed signifi-
cantly from those of the others.
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Figure 12: Multiple comparisons test based on
the throughput.

The results of the statistical analysis based on
efficiency are shown in Table 6. The previous
analysis was also applied to these results.

89.05612671 90.57722471 86.27394043 85.53949755
86.4308221 88.14125869 87.0943998 86.96860763
87.09380357 85.65535546 86.16334582 84.12579776
84.96754816 80.99779325 81.558714 80.25590273
82.75312284 81.72119627 81.68356729 80.99513391
82.06755652 80.87803034 79.33261574 77.92056274
78.42683429 77.70299974 80.34985591 76.09165385
75.19636213 78.73814511 80.68511295 75.71156654
76.85912754 76.93950557 72.99349501 68.83913659
71.79121495 72.10570683 72.80947979 69.93019726
70.42640142 73.03208292 72.86064797 72.93416523
71.67550455 73.21839029 65.7999016 64.19346949
64.14547711 64.15061694 66.93122671 66.02081023
66.47590219 65.70207788 70.08011739 68.73681072
68.52497214 68.88769169 59.67331875 57.12032634
56.92643081 56.58878589 65.17647547 60.40873721
62.67777084 60.07933446 68.66035393 63.16221814
63.40902228 62.79297174 53.58220063 50.34315472
51.54753199 50.89488896 56.93670145 55.26337354
56.60645452 57.20353571 60.16918433 59.36296384
60.29712225 59.87911373 46.28465077 45.85863192
45.61537045 45.68142209 50.62839037 50.57198898
51.82649944 51.51593217 54.63370669 55.77190739
56.14622072 56.59791232 41.64704822 40.25247131
40.80684419 41.06296606 47.03071638 46.26193562
46.53698674 46.40312892 52.68565272 50.90757573
52.76585657 52.4179806 36.95094277 36.16243261
36.61131231 37.01195739 43.1645821 41.72926702
42.90382052 43.28685118 48.57494695 48.16231362
47.55744557 47.39166927 34.12888928 32.13042861
32.4982619 32.90359917 39.90894012 38.93182305
39.88914395 39.73432616 42.89632679 42.52897078
45.49894459 45.39536196 31.09948127 30.33844155
31.06611767 30.28592741 36.54673724 35.99752546
36.62730203 36.89327024 40.8834137 40.17556258
42.07017458 41.41358016 28.86424948 27.73749329
27.94823084 28.38716504]

[p,tbl,stats] = anovan(eff,
{agv,strategy,gate},'model','interaction','varnames',
{'agv','strategy','gate'});

  Source          Sum Sq.   d.f.   Mean Sq.      F      Prob>F
--------------------------------------------------------------
  agv             80170.5    14    5726.46    8720.19   0     
  strategy         2558.4     2    1279.2     1947.94   0     
  gate               33.9     3      11.3       17.21   0     
  agv*strategy      985.7    28      35.2       53.61   0     
  agv*gate           79.4    42       1.89       2.88   0     
  strategy*gate      10       6       1.67       2.55   0.0257
  Error              55.2    84       0.66                    
  Total           83893.1   179                               

Table 6: Statistical analysis of the effects of
different path reservation strategies on the effi-
ciency of AGVs.

We also conducted a multiple comparisons
test to understand the effects of the interactions
between the path reservation strategies and
the number of AGVs on the efficiency of the
AGVs. Figure 13 shows the results of these
comparisons. All the combinations of AGV =
i, i < 4 and strategy = step1, AGV = i, i < 4
and strategy = step2, and AGV = i, i < 4 and
strategy = step4 had mean efficiency values
that did not differ significantly. Using higher
number of AGVs, the mean efficiency values
with the four step strategy were significantly
lower than those of the others.
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Figure 13: Multiple comparisons test based on
efficiency.

We now consider the results obtained in
terms of the run-time behavior of the system.
Figure 14 shows the throughput with layout
2 according to the different path reservation
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strategies in a warehouse working with three
gates.

Figure 14: Throughput with different path
reservation strategies in a warehouse using lay-
out 2.

As shown previously, the best performance
was obtained using the two step strategy and
the worst using the one step strategy. This is
because although the one step strategy releases
paths quickly, it increases the AGV stop-start
frequency to cause more delays.

By contrast, the stop-start frequencies and
the resource release frequencies both decreased
using four steps. Thus, several AGVs could
not move because no paths were available to
them. Figure 14 shows the performance of the
one and four step strategies, which converge
toward the same results with a high number
of AGVs. This is because the negative effects
that influence the different strategies have the
same weight.

D) Comparison of unloading policies
Next, we analyze and discuss the results of
the experiment related to different unloading
polices. Statistical analyses of the effects of
different unloading polices on the warehouse
throughput and AGV efficiency are shown in
Tables 7 and 8, respectively.

Table 7 also shows that the unloading poli-
cies affected the warehouse throughput and
there was an interaction effect between the
number of AGVs and the different unloading
polices strategies.

According to the results of a multiple com-
parisons test (Figure 15), we can see that there

11.54669514 12.08153789 11.89466163 11.84417436
23.81739229 24.15212885 24.11589025 23.95482362
18.28088284 18.26559333 18.32179296 18.42962588
30.80658777 30.28056633 30.25136037 29.59082731
22.66807993 23.10098366 23.1094034 22.84539315
37.82259822 35.57487665 36.21371926 36.12338576
27.44952828 28.25745872 28.1975769 27.95845475
43.84671305 41.11993616 41.46984576 41.04820897
34.03645149 33.99691336 34.42374978 33.86746975
48.2578076 46.7699898 45.21738412 45.70054093
36.60320753 36.80626963 36.38173755 37.00776298
53.22249669 50.31853338 48.96590745 50.11556288
40.575332 40.39232182 41.53135722 40.35091944
57.84105473 53.26348027 52.365555 52.6919572
46.92276085 45.46425674 44.58135583 44.47516172
57.5858627 53.97694881 55.41586144 56.24250505
46.66438843 47.32608058 46.85195896 46.45954332
57.64950717 57.38757384 56.97368248 58.72903874
48.96612903 48.56768378 46.85345221 49.31171891
59.61416436 57.34378701 59.49189125 57.79006665
50.73423241 46.01190682 50.3697784 50.73929866
61.05663332 60.23536458 57.37929275 59.26502434
45.07788779 42.47454179 43.89624574 49.98322219
59.94732559 57.34079906 59.40025116 59.78908287
50.93472106 41.94686605 45.4107302 42.13304
58.48096023 57.45014639 57.92021554 59.58045432
46.48976642 48.17044534 42.83210402 44.89532535]

[p,tbl,stats] = anovan(thr,
{agv,strategy,gate},'model','interaction','varnames',
{'agv','strategy','gate'});

  Source          Sum Sq.   d.f.   Mean Sq.      F      Prob>F
--------------------------------------------------------------
  agv             27287      14    1949.07    1066.61   0     
  strategy         2347.3     1    2347.35    1284.56   0     
  gate               32.1     3      10.7        5.85   0.002 
  agv*strategy      295.6    14      21.12      11.56   0     
  agv*gate           84.4    42       2.01       1.1    0.3792
  strategy*gate       3.9     3       1.29       0.71   0.5531
  Error              76.7    42       1.83                    
  Total           30127.1   119                               
  
  
  results = multcompare(stats,'Dimension', [1 2])
  
  ————  fine CASO 6

CASO 7 ———

agv = [1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Table 7: Statistical analysis of the effects
of different unloading polices on warehouse
throughput.

60.16918433 59.36296384 60.29712225 59.87911373
70.74168991 68.83119495 69.32969429 68.98112545
54.63370669 55.77190739 56.14622072 56.59791232
67.03077224 63.5773638 63.41942284 65.51196005
52.68565272 50.90757573 52.76585657 52.4179806
63.30366755 55.3133766 60.37208762 60.97418758
48.57494695 48.16231362 47.55744557 47.39166927
52.49234762 46.97267359 50.58930175 54.75921329
42.89632679 42.52897078 45.49894459 45.39536196
55.09354276 43.80705583 48.11200021 44.44123638
40.8834137 40.17556258 42.07017458 41.41358016
46.94075854 46.13257296 42.90952767 44.33667247]

[p,tbl,stats] = anovan(eff,
{agv,strategy,gate},'model','interaction','varnames',
{'agv','strategy','gate'});

  
  Source          Sum Sq.   d.f.   Mean Sq.      F      Prob>F
--------------------------------------------------------------
  agv             39646      14    2831.86    1340.65   0     
  strategy          955.3     1     955.31     452.26   0     
  gate               73.4     3      24.47      11.58   0     
  agv*strategy      305.4    14      21.82      10.33   0     
  agv*gate          100.6    42       2.4        1.13   0.3427
  strategy*gate      32.4     3      10.79       5.11   0.0042
  Error              88.7    42       2.11                    
  Total           41201.8   119                               
  
  
  results = multcompare(stats,'Dimension', [1 2])
  
  ————  fine CASO 7Table 8: Statistical analysis of the effects of

different unloading polices on the efficiency of
AGVs.

was no difference between the NNP policy and
PP policy when the warehouse employed one
or two AGVs. The effect of the NNP policy on
warehouse throughput was more significant
than the PP policy when AGV = i, i > 2. For
example, Figure 15 shows that the NNP pol-
icy performed better than the PP policy when
AGV=3 and there was no difference in the
warehouse throughput using the NNP policy
when AGV=4 and using the PP policy when
AGV=3. Moreover, when AGV = i, i > 10,
strategy = NNP differed significantly from all
combinations of strategy = PP.

In terms of the system’s behavior, this dif-
ference occurred because the AGVs traveled
shorter distances. Moreover, using more than
12 AGVs, the performance decreased with the
PP policy because the presence of many AGVs
caused traffic congestion in the fullest gate.

In terms of efficiency, Fig.16 compares the
results obtained using different unloading po-
lices, which shows that there was no difference
between NNP when AGV=6 and PP when
AGV=4. We also found that the numerical
results could lead to misinterpretations, where
it appeared that it was more convenient to
use the PP policy, but after considering the
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Figure 15: Multiple comparisons test of the
effects of different unloading polices and num-
bers of AGVs on the throughput.

behavior of the system while running, this
effect was attributable to the greater distance
travelled by the AGVs when using the PP
policy. In fact, the AGVs moved further
but achieved less useful work because they
travelled to more distant gates.

E) Impact of the assignment of docking
platforms - Certain gates may be preferable
to others inside a logistics warehouse, which
usually occurs when they are located closer to
areas of interest, such as the sorter area. Thus,
we analyzed the impact of gate assignment on
the warehouse throughput. We conducted a
further series of tests (i.e., 540 tests) to evalu-
ate the impact of the order of gate assignment
on the warehouse performance. These tests
were conducted using layout =layout 2, pol-
icy=NNP, and strategy =two steps.

In these tests, the system simulated the ar-
rival of several containers during a typical
working day.

In particular, we discuss the results obtained
with four possible configurations using three
docking platforms. These specific settings al-
lowed us to test the behavior of the system
when the employed platforms were adjacent or
otherwise. In the first condition, we analyzed
three different cases: the platforms employed
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Figure 16: Multiple comparison test of the ef-
fects of different unloading polices and num-
bers of AGVs on the efficiency.

were at the right ({gate 1, gate 2, and gate 3}),
the left ({gate 3, gate 4, and gate 5}), or the cen-
ter ({gate 2, gate 3, and gate 4}) relative to the
sorter position (Figure 7). In these configura-
tions, the AGVs contended for common paths.
The second condition was represented by the
configuration {gate 1, gate 3, and gate 5}, which
was characterized by lower overcrowding of
common paths. Thus, given the number of em-
ployed AGVs, the performance of the system
was evaluated by varying the configurations of
the docking platforms.

The labels on the bar graph in Figure 17 de-
note the configuration that obtained the best
throughput relative to the number of AGVs
employed. For example, when the number of
AGVs employed was three, the best configura-
tion was {gate 3, gate 4, and gate 5} (labeled as
G345 in Figure 17).

Figure 17 also shows the percentage through-
put gain that could be obtained using the most
favorable gate configuration.

For example, using configuration {gate 3, gate
4, and gate 5} and three AGVs, the warehouse
performance improved by 11% compared with
the worst case.

The advantage of each configuration com-
pared with another also depended greatly on
the number of AGVs employed because of the
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Figure 17: Percentage throughput with the best
gate configurations when varying the number
of AGVs.

unloading policy and the specific chosen lay-
out selected, which forced the AGVs to prefer
specific roads or sorter places.

These simulation tests allowed us to derive
results that are relevant to warehouse man-
agers in particular situations, such as a ware-
house with a great workload within a defined
time period.

In order to give a practical example, by an-
alyzing the results in Figure 18(a) and Figure
18(b), which describe the performance of the
system when the warehouse operates with 10
AGVs, a practitioner can deduce that the most
profitable gate configuration for unloading the
incoming containers is G123. In fact, this choice
can improve the throughput by 19% compared
with the minimal throughput in the system.
Moreover, Figure 18(b) shows that in this spe-
cific case, all the gates are unloaded almost
simultaneously, so the AGVs are distributed
equally among the gates.

Furthermore, the results in Figure 18(a) sug-
gest that it is possible to order the docking
platforms so they are allocated according to
the gain in productivity.

For example, a gate manager can choose to
employ gate configuration G123 to dock the
articulated lorries, thereby obtaining the maxi-
mum possible throughput for the warehouse
(19% better than the minimal productivity). If
gate 1 is not accessible, then the manager can
choose gate configuration G234 with a loss of
2%. If both gate 1 and gate 2 are not available,

then the warehouse will work at its minimal
capacity.

F) Lessons Learned - The simulations per-
formed in this study illustrate issues related
implicitly to the use of typical devices inside a
logistics warehouse. In particular, a great con-
straint is represented by the use of optical lines
for the movement of AGVs. Indeed, the design
of optical guides limits the mobility of AGVs
and thus the productivity of the overall system.
This issue as well as the strategies employed
for path reservation and unloading operations
comprise an intricate system of interdependent
variables. In terms of the warehouse layout
design, we note that a peripheral position for
the buffering area is preferable to a central one.
In the scenarios considered, there was no stor-
age of goods and the arrival of containers was
continuous, so there were considerably fewer
visits to the buffering area than the sorting area.
Thus, by moving the buffering area along the
perimeter of the warehouse, shorter paths to
the sorting machine can be obtained, thereby
decreasing the time required for the unload-
ing operations. Moreover, the introduction of
more optical guides will not always obtain the
expected improvement. In fact, the presence of
additional paths allows the sorting machine to
be reached more easily but its limited process-
ing capacity creates queues that block traffic.

We also note that the use of a rigorous safety
policy can be disadvantageous in terms of
the amount of useful work performed. Thus,
it is necessary to make a trade-off between
the safety levels required, the wear of AGVs,
and the desired warehouse productivity level.
Therefore, the safety criteria employed to pre-
vent dangerous accidents must consider the dis-
tances among AGVs and their obstacle avoid-
ance capacity.

In this study, our simulations demonstrated
that the use of a less restrictive safety policy
(obstacle avoidance, a short distance between
two AGVs, and single step reservation) may
allow more AGVs to move due to the availabil-
ity of multiple free paths. However, this would
also waste more AGV resources (the continu-
ous stop-start behavior will consume both the
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(a) Gain in productivity with different gate configu-
rations.

(b) Time required to unload each gate under the
most profitable gate configuration (G123).

Figure 18: Gain in productivity relative to the gate configurations and the time required to unload
each gate under the most profitable configuration (G123) when 10 AGVs were employed.

AGV’s tires and more power). By contrast, a
strong safety policy (obstacle avoidance, long
distance between two AGVs, and reservation
of multiple steps) will decrease productivity
but waste less AGV resources.

Conclusions

In this study, we performed a simulation-based
study to support decisions regarding the phys-
ical configuration of logistics warehouses and
their operational management. The warehouse
model was based on a real-world case study
and it is representative of a large number of
logistics warehouses that use AGVs for goods
transport.

The simulations analyzed the impact of vari-
ous warehouse layouts and management strate-
gies with different numbers of AGVs on the
productivity of a logistics warehouse. This
evaluation employed the following metrics: the
throughput measured the warehouse produc-
tivity, the speedup factor determined the most
affordable number of AGVs, and the efficiency
metric evaluated the average number of AGVs
used.
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